Prophecies of doom for both working-class party and labor unions have gained popularity in the Western industrial democracies over the last two decades.
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Bernhard Ebbinghaits A comparative historical perspective helps us to understand the contingent diversity of political unionism. However, students of labor history often either claim the "uniqueness" of each national labor movement, or generalize from ideal-typical cases based on the few large (or important) countries. Both comparative strategies ultimately stress the "exceptionalism" of each individual or model country, provoking the question of "how many exceptionalisms are there?". 4 Surely within the international labor movement, as well as across borders, the large national labor movements influenced the development in smaller countries, while the reverse was rarely the case. Yet we need to have a more encompassing view that not only focuses at singular cases but can place them into a grid of variables that account for the major variations. This paper will give a short overview of the formation of political cleavages and the initial party-union relations. It will relate the variations in the organization of labor interests in Western Europe to distinct configurations in the extension of citizenship rights to labor and its national integration.
The aim is to refresh the study of union development by injections of theory and methods from comparative political sociology, in particular, by applying the cleavage analysis of party systems to union movements. 5 However, one of the problems in applying a thesis on party systems to union movements is related to the more complex organizational structure of labor unions. Unlike a centralized political party, a union movement is an alliance that is composed not of one organization, but of a loosely coupled network of relatively autonomous affiliates that are incompletely coordinated by a higher order peak association: the union center. 6 One of the pitfalls of political analysis has been to compare -too naivelyunion centers and the allied party, disregarding the large heterogeneity within a union movement. 
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I shall focus here mainly on the formation of political union cleavages and of the long-term party-union relations, comparing different configurations in the extension of citizenship rights which shaped the organization of labor interests. The concept of citizenship rights, some forty years after Marshall's seminal lecture, 8 has gained in currency in the academic debate on the development of welfare states and liberal democracies. This paper looks from a somewhat different angle at how citizenship rights, particularly collective rights, delineate the opportunity structure of organized labor. The main idea is that at an early stage, the opportunity structure for the first mobilizing agencies was set with long-term consequences, 9 and that the particular sequencing in the opening up of citizenship rights shaped the formation of party and unions and their interrelations. Reintroducing the concepts of social integration and system integration, 10 I shall point at different configurations in the national integration of labor into polity, economy and society."
A number of organizational theories support the assumption of the importance of the formation phase for later organizational development. Like the freezing hypothesis in political sociology, 12 organization sociologists stress the importance of the institutionalization of the organizational structure at the time of founding and early consolidation. 13 The organization's internal structure and its relationship with the environment as they were at the time of foundation are "socially imprinted" and later are difficult to dislocate, given sunk costs through past investments, vested interests in established structures, and comparative advantages to first mobilizing agencies.
14 For various reasons, organizations once
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Bernhard Ebbinghaus institutionalized tend to "structural inertia", 15 resisting radical changes in their internal or external structure. This approach assumes that the particular forms of interest organization became institutionalized at an earlier time, at the time of founding and consolidation. Here, it is used as a heuristic tool to explore the origins of these social institutions: how far have the party and unions been marked by the context of their emergence?
This is not to rule out change. However, organizational adaptations to given challenges are contingent on the institutionalized organizational formation and external relations. Even though organizations may adapt to changing environments by strategic decisions at critical junctures, the claim is that "developments or decisions at one step set conditions or constraints for the next". 16 The scope of organizational alternatives is constrained by organizational power relations and structural requirements that have been shaped by former decisions. 17 Even though social, political and economic changes may alter the context in which these organizations initially emerged, their organizational structure, once institutionalized, remains an obstacle to profound and immediate change. Although the established organizations may be challenged by new interest groupings, they are normally able to survive through partial adaptation and exploitation of institutionalized links. A part of the past success and recent crisis of established cleavage organizations is rooted in their ability to reinforce social segmentations and organizational pillarization.
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I shall first present a model of the differentiation of labor party and unions as social institutions that accounts for both the context in which, " Michael T. Hannan and John Freeman, "Structural Inertia and Organizational Change", American Sociological Review, 49 (1984) , pp. 149-164. 16 Rokkan, "Verzuiling", p. 564. " The argument connects with the insights from institutional economics and rational choice theory. The trajectories of organizational adaptations are path-dependent, see -most prominently -Douglas C. North, Institutions, Institutional Change and Economic Performance (Cambridge, 1990); they are limited by the institutionalized structures, the established vested interests,, the past mobilization of cleavages, and the interplay of existing organizations. Seen in the perspective of rational choice, strategic decisions follow a "nested game", they are not necessarily the most optimal rational strategy of adaptation but are the result of a sequence of decisions. and the pattern by which, party and unions became differentiated and interdependent. The variations in the extension of citizenship rights to labor will be plotted and its impact on labor's national integration discussed. Thereafter I will compare three different cleavage "families" that led to politico-religious segmentation in union movements: the Socialist, Christian, and Communist labor movements.
19 Such a cleavage analysis of labor movements provides a more differentiated view of party-union relations than past accounts which concentrate on one political movement only, such as the Socialist labor movement. 20 However, this paper can only provide a brief, general survey on the formation of political union cleavages and party-union relations. It compares twelve Western European societies that are similar but differ in party-union relations and their particular trajectories. 21 Finally this paper will plot the variations in political union cleavages and link these with different party-union relations across Europe. The focus remains on the formation process and not on the question of continuity and change that need further exploration and evaluation. The processes by which these political cleavages and party-union relations persist despite social and economic change can only be briefly mentioned, though they are discussed elsewhere.
AN ANATOMY OF THE SIAMESE TWINS
Like Siamese twins, working-class party and labor unions were formed as two "wings" of the same social movement. Both The working-class party and labor unions, once established as separate organizations, may still have many reasons to maintain a close relationship, at least during their formation and consolidation phase. First, because both organizations claim to represent, attempt to mobilize and recruit from, the same social base (the working class), they will face questions of compatibility, if not competition, over resources that call for coordination. Second, each organization will be more or less compelled to rely on the other to achieve its aim, since some objectives can only be reached if cooperation in the other arena is secured. Unions gain from an alliance with the party which can press for legislation in their "favor, and the party may call on the union to back its social and economic policies. For various reasons, the party-union linkage and the two forms of organizations tend to remain largely inert, yet they increasingly come under tension from the changing political, economic and social environment.
TWO BERTHS OF THE SIAMESE TWINS
The Siamese twins, labor party and unionsr-were conceived -so to speak -in separate berths: the political and corporate arenas. Today, each social institution performs a different function and mobilizes in a different arena, though this is only the result of a differentiation process of political versus economic interest representation. From a "dissident" social movement that combined political and economic demands, labor party and unions emerged as separate interest organizations. They became drawn into two increasingly differentiated and institutionalized arenas of interest representation, in Stein Rokkan's words: the "electoral channel" and the "corporate channel". 23 provides the institutional means for citizens to influence politics and state action, the corporate channel regulates the use of organizational power in the relations between social groups (especially organized labor and capital), although the state may intervene in their self-regulation. According to this model, the political conflicts become increasingly "channeled" via party politics and expressed most importantly in elections, while labor relations are primarily settled through interest intermediation between employers and workers (especially through their organizations) at the workplace, the industry level or nationally, albeit often with tacit or explicit state involvement. As political and socialeconomic conflicts become increasingly institutionalized into different channels, the two arenas -the political system and labor relations -will also become more interdependent, as is most apparent in neo-corporatist arrangements of "political exchange" and state-society relations.
24
According to the Rokkanean view, the differentiation of labor party and unions was-shaped by the rise of liberal mass democracy and pluralist industrial capitalism. Historically, labor party and unions were founded and consolidated at about the same time, the pre-war decades in which the labor movement fought for universal suffrage and collective bargaining. The paths of political and corporate integration, in their sequence, timing and scope, molded the way in which working-class party and unions were formed, became separated and independent from each other.
25
As S.M. Lipset observes, there is ample cross-national variation in the two paths by which "the working classes were accepted into the fabric of societies as political and industrial citizens. The first involves their right to vote and to organize a political party that could play a constructive role in the polity; the second refers to the way working-class economic combinations, in the form of labor unions, were accepted as formally legitimate by the state and substantively legitimate by employers". 26 Thus the timing and structuring of these two channels had important consequences for the integration of labor into the bourgeois democracy and the capitalist welfare state. 27 In particular, we find varying elite strategies toward an extension of (in T.H. Marshall's wording) civil, political, and social citizenship rights to the lower classes.
28
These citizenship rights delineated the "opportunity structure" for the organization of labor interests. 29 Hence, the national state opened up, earlier or later, gradually or suddenly, new opportunities for collective action and representation of labor interests. They go beyond individual citizenship rights and also entail, and most notably for labor, collective rights. The granting of these citizenship rights was an interaction between elite strategies and contentious collective action by the political contenders. In practice it was often a spiral of contention and counteraction by the labor movement and the power-holders in polity and society. Here, we will take these as given and exogenous, yet ask how these varying opportunities shaped the formation of party and unions, and their interrelations (see Figure I ). 
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Following Rokkan 31 one can postulate four institutional thresholds that structured the political integration of the working class into the polity: (1) The threshold of legitimation: when were formerly excluded social groups granted the rights to assemble, to become organized and to express themselves in public? (2) The threshold of incorporation: when were these groups allowed to participate in political representative bodies? (3) The threshold of representation: when was a proportionality between electoral power and decision-making power established? (4) The threshold of executive power: when did these groups get the chance to participate in the execution of government? These intervening constraints molded the "political alternatives" available to the labor movement in forming its political organization.
A similar set of four thresholds can be proposed with respect to the transition toward a pluralist system of industrial relations in the "corporate" channel: 32 (1) The threshold of coalition right: when was the right to form coalition of labor granted and no longer impeded? (2) The threshold of collective action: when was the right to strike granted to all workers? (3) The threshold of bargaining: when were unions recognized as collective bargaining partners by the state and by employers? (4) The threshold of participation: when did unions became intermediary organizations involved in the formation and execution of social policy and economic management? These thresholds constrained the "alternatives" of union organization and the form and degree of organized labor's integration into the capitalist economy.
33
These ideal-typical threshold models idealize the stepwise, sequential processes of political and corporate integration. The deviations from the evolutionary path point at different opportunity structures for the formation of organized labor. In some societies, labor faced higher hurdles than in others while climbing the ladder toward political and industrial democracy. The two processes were not always parallel and synchronic, thus opportunities for collective action were opened in one, while closed in the other channel. Certainly, to give a brief summary of the long 
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Bernhard Ebbinghaus struggle for political and industrial citizenship by delineating a few decisive steps (and time points) remains a difficult task.
EARLY CITIZENSHIP RIGHTS FOR LABOR
The first crucial step was the granting of association and coalition rights by the national states to their citizens, that is the legalization of collective organization for political and economic interests. Both collective rights were introduced relatively early after the bourgeois revolutions (or revolts) in Britain (1820s), France (1830), Belgium (1831), Denmark (1848), Switzerland (1848), but also in Norway (1838) and the Netherlands (1855) -bringing more political and economic freedoms to the bourgeois classes (see Table 1 ). However, with increasing industrial conflicts, the right for workers to form a coalition was either limited or repealed for some time in France, Belgium and Denmark, when more authoritarian regimes • ruled. Britain, France and Belgium were also among the first to abolish the guilds as early as the 1830s (in France coalitions were banned as early as 1791) and the Scandinavian nations followed in the 1860s. The other continental European countries, however, continued to some degree with the corporatist legacies at local level, not to mention the Chamber structures in Austria and Prussia. On the other hand, in France and countries with Code Napoleon legal traditions (particularly Belgium) not only guilds but any coalition for special interests was abolished (Chapelier law); for a long time this put a toll on the organization of capital and especially labor until its repeal (in France: 1884). The right to form political associations or even workers' coalitions was granted much later and with more authoritarian restrictions in Sweden (1864), Austria (1867/1870J, Germany (1869/1871) and Italy (1890), and the coalition ban was again imposed in Germany (1878-1890) and Austria (1864-1891) under the anti-socialist authoritarian regimes of Bismarck and Taaffe.
Despite the particular developments, there are two main variants in the legitimation of political and economic interest representation: political and economic liberal regimes with undisputed and early introduction and authoritarian regimes with a more repressive and belated extension of these rights. Moreover, we find for both regimes variations as to the bias toward individual and collective rights, and thus one can distinguish at least four different regimes: (1) liberalist laissez-faire regimes, most notably England, where association and coalition rights were granted to individuals as long as they did not impede the free market principles, u Note that these processes were often long enduring, far from clear-cut, and even sometimes reversed. Moreover, these rights were only rarely explicitly and fully guaranteed, their practical value depends on juridical application, administrative practice, and other facilitating circumstances. How precarious these rights were, was shown more than once when, authoritarian regimes repealed fundamental rights with one stroke. 
AU (Austria). BE (Belgium). DE (Denmark). GE (Germany). FR (France). IR (Ireland). IT (Italy). NE (Netherlands). NO (Norway). SW (Sweden). SZ (Switzerland). UK (United Kingdom).
Sources: Even more important was the second threshold: the extension of suffrage and the establishment of strike rights. Both rights impinge directly on the mobilization strategies and the long-term strategy toward electoral and industrial democracy. 36 Of particular importance for the integration of labor into the polity was the sudden or gradual, the early or belated introduction of universal suffrage. The crucial step was the manhood suffrage reforms, since woman suffrage was not necessarily to the initial advantage of organized labor, as women tended to be less frequently employed as industrial workers and tended to vote for religious parties where these existed. Following World War I, all Western European democracies had introduced universal at least manhood if not woman suffrage, but from then on the past formation of mass political parties tended to be frozen in the saturated electoral market. 37 Thus the timing and character of the early extension, the way in which the lower classes were allowed to participate in elections was crucial.
Given the sometimes gradual, sometimes stepwise extension of the suffrage, it is difficult to compare diachronically suffrage reforms. When we look at an arbitrarily chosen threshold of 50 per cent of the male population at legal voting age, that is, a franchise extension from which at least larger sections of the working class profited, we find considerable variation. The earliest extensions were those of France, Switzerland and Denmark, countries in which sections of the emerging working class were already enfranchised.before organized labor emerged. After the German unification, the new Imperial diet (with little federal power)
35 S e e Crouch, Industrial Relations, p . 320. 36 T h e suffrage extension has been the subject of many comparative studies o n the mass democracies, often leading to different evaluations depending o n the definition of democracy, cf., for example, the diverging classification of the United States of America by Lipset, "Reformism or Radicalism", and Therborn, "Rule o f Capital", as early and late introducers of universal suffrage respectively; for a valuable historical overview see Jflrgen Kohl, "Zur langfristigen Entwicklung der politischen Partizipation in Westeuropa", in P.
Steinbach (ed.), Probleme politischer Partizipation im Modernisierungsprozefi
(Stuttgart, 1982), pp. 473-503. 37 Lipset and Rokkan postulate "the rule that the parties which were able to establish mass organizations and entrench themselves in the local government structures before the final drive toward maximal mobilization have proved the most viable": "Cleavage Structures", p. 51.
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was elected on an equal manhood suffrage (1871), albeit the largest state (Prussia) retained the old three-class system. Whereas in the four countries universal suffrage was granted prior to coalition rights, there is otherwise a rather linear relationship between the extension of both rights.
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A late and sudden reform was introduced only after the turn of the century in Austria (1907), Sweden (1909), Italy (1912) and Prussia (1918) , while in the Low Countries a partial suffrage reform was introduced in the 1890s -many years after the association right. In these countries, the labor movement mobilized around the question of suffrage and electoral reform -international signs of this were the general strikes for suffrage reforms in Belgium and Sweden in 1902, albeit without immediate success. The German and Danish marches toward social-democratic electoral success nurtured the "Great Expectation" of the labor parties eventually to win an electoral majority. 39 The labor unions in turn hoped to gain from an increase in electoral power of their political ally which could eventually undo the restrictions on coalition, strike and bargaining rights for organized labor. Thus the political citizenship rights also molded the unions' political action and alliance strategies.
The strike right was the twin mobilization device for organized laborthe opportunity to gain in collective industrial power which would complement the electoral march. Again the universal breakthrough came with the democratic changes after World War I, when the strike right was fully granted in all Western European democracies, though partly excluding civil servants. The early introduction of (largely implicit) strike rights was again the early fruit of the liberal bourgeois democratization in Norway (1839), Switzerland (1848) and Denmark (1849), while incremental steps were undertaken in Britain (1824/1875), Sweden (1846/ 1864) and the Netherlands (1848/1872). .
Only belatedly and partially did Germany and France introduce coalition and strike rights, much later than universal manhood suffrage. Austria (1870), Belgium (1866) and Italy (1890) had made some moves, but the explicit strike right was enshrined only with the inter-war constitutions. Following the reversal of democracy, the coalition and strike rights were repealed immediately by Fascist Italy , Nazi Germany (1933) (1934) (1935) (1936) (1937) (1938) (1939) (1940) (1941) (1942) (1943) (1944) (1945) , authoritarian (later Fascist) Austria (1934) (1935) (1936) (1937) (1938) (1939) (1940) (1941) (1942) (1943) (1944) (1945) and elsewhere under German war occupation. The withholding of the strike right was less a toll on contentious collective action but on the way in ,which organized labor could press employers and the state to make concessions. The legality of strikes (but also lock-outs) and the character 38 
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Bernhard Ebbinghaus of state repression of industrial conflict shaped the long-term strategies of labor and led to the more relentlessly violent eruptions or to smoother institutionalization of the class conflict.
THE INSTITUTIONALIZATION OF ORGANIZED LABOR
Once the first citizenship rights were established, once workers had the right to form their own parties and unions and to express their interests and grievances via elections and industrial action, the next crucial step was the institutionalization of their interest organizations in the political decision-making and the self-regulation of labor relations. The following two thresholds thus go beyond individual citizenship rights and define the institutions and the "rules of the game" of political and economic interest intermediation from which workers gain only indirectly through their organizations. Thus in the course of a century we witness a shift from the guarantee of basic citizenship rights of labor towards the institutionalization of organized labor's collective rights in the electoral and corporate channels.
The third threshold in the "corporate" channel delineated the degree to which the class conflict became institutionalized through an emerging system of collective bargaining and mutual recognition between the "social partners". The pre-war strike waves (and increased power of organized labor) also provided an impetus to employer organization and centralization. 40 It furthered early forms of state arbitration of industrial conflicts and labor courts. 41 These changes in employer organization and state intervention in industrial relations were in turn conditions for the development of nation-wide collective bargaining around the time of World War I.
Early advancement of national bargaining and union recognition were made most prominently in Denmark where the first national bipartite agreement was signed as early as 1899, followed by breakthroughs in the other Scandinavian countries (Norway 1902, Sweden 1909), or the early recognition of employment contracts in the Netherlands (1907) . In a number of other countries, particularly Britain, collective bargaining had made considerable headway in some industries before 1914, though national agreement and mutual recognition was only advanced through the war, as in most continental countries. A truly national understanding of the paternalist employers and radicalized unions was retarded in France, Italy and Switzerland. After long paternalist intransigence national agreement was thrust upon employers under the pressures from 40 
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the "street" during the French Popular Front and the explicit force of Italian Fascist corporatism. The need for domestic peace at a time of international war threat induced Swiss employers and organized labor in the manufacturing sector to sign the Friedensabkommen ("peace" pact) that still is the base of settling labor disputes. The breakthrough in national collective bargaining is the third phase in which organized labor's role became recognized as a durable and recurring bargaining partner, since then, and given the earlier strike right, the mere threat of collective action (based on labor's organizational strength) could translate into real bargaining power. The recognition of labor unions as a bargaining partner also marks the shift from "classic" workers' combinations towards befestigte (established) union organizations. 42 The fourth threshold in the corporate channel, the corporatist inclusion, is the timing and degree to which labor became integrated into the management of social and economic policy at the workplace, the enterprise level, and/or the national economy. The variations in corporatist inclusion and industrial democracy are pronounced, varying in the degree of state intervention or liberalist laissez-faire, but also in the continuity of voluntary practices or corporatist Standestaat legacies. 43 In liberal laisez-faire democracies, like Britain, forms of workplace representation and even national conciliation remained temporary and voluntary, that is, the result of union power or political initatives at a particular time. In Scandinavia, organized labor and capital with varying degrees of state help developed corporatist arrangements for self-regulation to preempt potential state intervention. In Standestaat continental Europe, particularly in Germanic countries, corporatist institutions were more or less enshrined into labor law for the self-regulation of labor matters at multiple levels. The dualist worker participation forms, the elected statutory works councils, codetermination in large company boards, advisory Chambers of Labor, or other corporatist institutions were part of a strategy to appease and channel labor relations and disputes by delineating rights and duties of labor -independent of union or strike power. In consociational countries, these corporatist institutions were also part of a subsidarity strategy to enhance conciliation in political and socially segmented societies, while such efforts were retarded and incomplete in polarized societies, most notably in France and Italy. 44 In the electoral channel, the third and fourth thresholds in Rokkan's model were important for the chance of organized labor to succeed on ,the "road to socialism". The introduction of proportionality (in particular proportional representation) and of parliamentarism (responsibility of 66 Bernhard Ebbinghaus the government to parliamentary majorities of the lower house) were preconditions for the fulfillment of the "Great Expectation" of the working classes to win a parliamentary and government majority in the long run. The paths toward the realization of these principles were again varied, partly a reflection of the endangerment of the ruling coalitions through an enlarged franchise. The reasons that led to early or late, substantial or unequal representation are varied and part of the political history of democratization.
More important for the development of party-union relations within the labor movement remains the impact of these political changes on the actual chances of organized labor to become a substantial force (or opposition) in parliament and the timing (but also length and weight) of government participation of labor parties. The earlier, the more stable, and the more significant the representation of working-class interests in parliament or even in government, the more we would expect labor parties to develop their own pragmatic independence and self-confidence vis-a-vis the unions and the more the union movement could count on a supportive political environment, even though it may come increasingly under tension with an incumbent labor party. 45 In x the early phase, government participation of an allied political party helped the union movement to secure union rights and foster collective bargaining and corporatist institutions. Moreover, these parties would extend universal welfare policies that backed up and complemented social rights of workers which were secured through collective bargaining. However, once national Keynesian welfare state policies reached their internal and external limits to growth, given public spending constraints and global competition, the party-union relations became increasingly strained.
THE SEPARATION AND INTERDEPENDENCE OF THE SIAMESE TWINS
The ideal-typical thresholds can be used to develop hypotheses about the impact of the political and corporate integration of the labor movement on the formation and separation of the Siamese twins. The political and corporate integration model (see Figure 1 ) allows us to delineate two dimensions: the degree of differentiation of the two channels and the sequencing in the opening of the two channels. In the case where the separation was earlier and more clear-cut, the more we expect labor party and unions to be differentiated and less dependent. Moreover, if the processes are neither gradual nor synchronous, we expect a "spillover** effect from the political into the economic arena, or vice versa. 
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"politicization" of the organizations in the corporate channel, mobilizing collective action for political change, while in the reverse case, unions will seek political alliance and support to make up for the lack of power in the labor market. Both the working-class political party and labor unions, as organizations of previously excluded sections of the population, were initially "deviant" organizations, launched by "political inventors".
47 These organizations were threatened by extinction if they were unable to consolidate and build an organizational structure based on membership support and organizational alliances. The sequencing and the degree of differentiation of political and economic interest intermediation accounts for a large share of the diversity in union movements across Western Europe. The crucial questions are: Which came first, the party or the unions? Which organization created and supported the other? Was the party sufficiently strong and able to shape the development of the union movement, or was the reverse true or was neither the case? The question of organizational legitimation is important for the understanding of partyunion relations. In his .analysis of political parties Duverger distinguishes between internal and external founding. 48 Externally legitimated organizations tend to be more entrenched in interorganizational networks and more resistant to immediate adaptation, while adaptation of internally legitimated organization will depend more on the authority of the central leadership and its unity.
Furthermore, the degree of centralization depends on the interorganizational relations and strategic choices of the leadership. Duverger assumed that the internally legitimated organizations would be more decentralized than those that were externally legitimated, though centralization and support are not always correlated. 49 One should further distinguish two interacting forms of organizational consolidation: a strong, centripetal strategy of penetration, and a weak, centrifugal form of diffusion. 50 In the former, it is the center that infuses the suborganizations with universal values and which are controlled from the 
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Bernhard Ebbinghaus "top", whereas in the latter, a loose network of organizational units adapts a common ideology and forms an alliance from the "bottom-up". These four variations in organizational legitimation and consolidation have important consequences for the future ability to adapt because they constrain the corporate actor's autonomy to implement organizational reforms. An internally legitimated center-led organization (cadre party) is more likely to follow the rational calculations of its leadership than a decentralized organization (federalized party). An externally legitimated organization is more bound in its capacity to change (centralized labor party), but it may gain from support in the other channel, though this may be offset by decentralized structures (social movement party).
A similar logic of organizations can be applied to labor unions, however, taking into account the larger heterogenity of union movements. For instance, an internally legitimated and centralized political party has a greater capacity to adapt than a similarly formed union center, which encompasses greater internal heterogeneity. We would expect that a party-led union alliance is more centralized at the peak than a union federation with only internal legitimation. 51 My claim is that the organizational legitimation and consolidation processes are fundamental in shaping long-term party-union relations. The institutionalized patterns of party-union differentiation and linkages later pose major obstacles to adopting and implementing organizational reform that may be imperative given exogenous social and political changes. 52 Internal vested interests, strong external linkages or diffused organizational identity constrain the possibilities of reaching consent and, more importantly, implementing decisions uniformly. In the following section I shall sketch party and union formation, though mainly by focusing at apparent organizational differences-and only indicating internal organizational aspects.
THREE CLEAVAGE FAMILIES OF SIAMESE TWINS
The Siamese twins, the working-class party and allied union movement, have close links due to their similar social base, and both are derived 31 For instance, the internally legitimated British TUC has been much less centralized than the party-led Swedish LO that was formed on the initiative and with the ideological assistance of the 
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from the same labor-capital cleavage, the entrenched conflicts in polity and society over the rights of the dependent employed. We would expect both party and unions to emerge in tandem, if the political and corporate channel provide equal chances for interest representation of labor. It was observed that unlike other political party formations, working-class parties emerged in most cases shortly before the introduction of universal (or manhood) suffrage around the World War I. 54 Similarly seen from a long-term comparative perspective, we find the rise of union movements all over Western Europe before the institutionalization of collective bargaining in the inter-war period. 55 However, there are two major variations in political unionism in Western Europe that warrant further study. First, the creation of the Siamese twins took shape in various forms, leading to variations in the institutionalization and differentiation of labor interests in the electoral and corporate channels. Second, in some societies other societal cleavages cross-cut the labor-capital cleavage which split labor interests into separate cleavage "families", with varying relations between party and labor unions. A study of the formation of party and unions and their relations within each cleavage "family" gives us a rich but complex picture of how labor interests became organized under diverse political and economic configurations.
If social and political cleavages lead to splits in one arena this will affect organized labor in the other. Indeed, the Socialist party and allied labor movement is not the sole organization representing the working class across Europe. In a number of countries Christian and Communist labor movements compete for workers' allegiance with the Socialist movement. Hence, like the party system, an understanding of the trade union system should be based on an analysis of the "transformation of cleavage structures" into interest organizations. Cleavages are potential lines of conflict that result from differences in the social structure and the mobilization of these conflicts by political or collective actors. Not all cleavages are necessarily politicized and find their organizational representation in each society. 56 Following Rokkan's cleavage analysis, I will argue that there are three major "families" of Weltanschauung that gave rise to major schisms in the organization of labor interests. 57 The Siamese twins* relations play an important role within each cleavage "family". Moreover, the historical choices of previous cleavages shape the responses to other potential labor cleavages. They also structure the alternatives: the rise of separate cleavage organizations or the integration into existing organizations. We will now turn sequentially to each of these three cleavages discussing the formation period and the party-union relations.
THE LABOR-CAPITAL CLEAVAGE
In the course of the Industrial Revolution, the labor-capital cleavage led more or less uniformly to the formation of a working-class party and unions. Certainly, the Industrial Revolution spread unequally and with a varying pace from its birth in Britain across Europe, though the Arbeiterfrage, the social problems connected with the rise of industrial capitalism, became a pressing question on the political agenda in all countries. The ruling elites used varying maneuvers to exclude the working class from gaining full political participation, and to hamper its collective organization, while mending the most dangerous wounds of industrialization by partial social policy measures. 58 Even though still a class in-the-making, the working class represented a substantial minority (one-fourth to one-third of the adult pre-war population) with the "Great Expectation" that it would become the ruling majority in the near future. 59 Moreover, Socialist ideas, that adhered to the ultimate goal of a classless society, were disseminating internationally, thanks to improved communication patterns, transnational contacts and the exile of dissidents.
During this period of intensified capitalist industrialization and working-class formation Socialist parties emerged in Western Europe between 1863, when the first sister organization of the German Socialist party emerged, and 1893 when the British Independent Labour Party was formed (see Table 2 ). 60 Nevertheless, granted the universality of the Bernhard Ebbinghaus emergence of the labor-capital cleavage, the timing of these working-class parties, their organizational form and their electoral success varied considerably with important consequences for the labor movement in general. Union movements emerged partly synchronically, partly diachronically to Socialist parties, enhancing the diversity in union movements by various forms of party-union relations. The timing and sequence of integration into the political and economic systems shaped the development of party and unions alike. The initial relationship became entrenched, limiting the set of alternatives for adapting to change. While the Socialist party had to integrate both parliamentary grouping and territorial party structures, the union movement had an even more difficult task in centralizing. National unions had to achieve authority over local unions in order to deal with the national integration of labor and product markets. National union centers attempted to integrate both functional and territorial forms of interest representation in order to press -with one voice -for improvements vis-a-vis the state and employers. In both struggles, the Socialist party played a crucial role, practically as well as ideologically, by stressing class solidarity over sectionalism. 61 Hence, the timing and sequence of party and union formation were crucial for the structure and orientation of the union movement. Four different ideal-typical patterns of sequencing, representing different combinations of legitimation and institutionalization (see Table 3 ), can be derived from a bird's-eye view of labor history.
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In the first case, the party preceded the union center, giving the union movement fostering national coordination and ideological equipment (in short: the Social-Democratic type). In these countries, a well-organized Socialist party (German SPD, Swedish SAP andJBelgian POB) initially coordinated the local and national activities of unions. The party later initiated the founding of an allied union "secretariat", from which a fully fledged centralized union confederation emerged. Thus, an early centralized party molded the centralization of the union movement and the integration into national unions. The German Free union center was set up (1891) with the help of the party, and grew gradually in strength and self-assurance vis-a-vis the party. Yet the party still claimed its primacy over such contentious matters as the general strike until the 1906 settlement. In Sweden, the party coordinated union activities until a union center was set up (LO, 1898) and collective party affiliation remained in practice for most local unions until recently. In Belgium, the party coordinated union activities via a union committee (CS, 1898) within its structure, and only in 1937 the union center became independent of the party (CGTB). In all three countries the authoritarian or conservative regimes aimed at excluding Socialists from political participation while incorporating the working class, thereby fostering the political mobilization of the labor movement for franchise and political reform.
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In the second case, the formation sequence was reversed. The union movement became entrenched before a Socialist party could exert a centralizing influence (the labor party type). Thus the organization of economic interests had already advanced by the time Socialist ideas spread, in fact, the rather "moderate" unions set up a union-led political party. This was the formation pattern in countries with strong apolitical, localist and sectionalist craft unionism that had obtained collective agreements for some trades (Britain, Switzerland and Denmark). In Britain, the Trades Union Congress (TUC) met regularly (since 1869) long before the Socialist splinter parties of the 1890s, but remained a weak forum of autonomous unions and local councils (at least until the reforms of 1895 and 1918). The Labour Party was formed on the initiative of some TUC unions, Socialist parties, and cooperatives. First a parliamentary pressure group (LRC, 1900), it later became a party organization (Labour Party, 1906), though with mere collective membership, and only after 1918 a party with individual mass membership, albeit the "union bloc" vote remained dominant. In Switzerland, local craft unions founded a union center (SGB, 1880) that remained marginal until its 63 In Belgium several general strikes for suffrage reform were called out after the "black year" of 1886, albeit with limited immediate success, universal but unequal (plural voting) manhood suffrage was granted in 1898. In Sweden, the general strike of 1902 failed as well and manhood suffrage was extended only in 1909. The German debate over the general strike was about the submission of labor unions to the political, electoral strategy of the Social-Democratic party. Parallel to the manhood suffrage for the relative powerless Imperial diet since 1871, a three-class election system was applied in Prussia until 1918.
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Bernhard Ebbinghaus reform of 1905 when it allied with the Socialist party. In Denmark, a union center was formed first in Copenhagen (DSF, 1886), later nationally (1898), but remained long dominated by fragmented craft unions. In these countries, the pre-war votes for the Socialists did not match the size of the unionized workforce despite -or paradoxically because of -a relatively large enfranchised population. The liberal constitutions of Britain and Switzerland provided a gradual inclusion of skilled workers, reinforcing craft sectionalism and in Britain Lib-Lab alliances.
In the third case, the party preceded the unions, but was not sufficiently centralized to push the union movement towards centralization (the late-comer type). This pattern represents incomplete forms of party-led union centralization due to organization problems under late industrialization and incomplete national integration (Norway, Austria, the Netherlands). In Norway, the party coordinated local union activities before a union center was formed (AFL, 1899) that only slowly became a national organization although local co-optation and collective partyaffiliation remained. In Austria, a union center was formed when the party was still in its infancy (1893), but centralization succeeded, as in Norway, only in the inter-war period. The Dutch union center ( N W , 1905) was set up by the reformist Socialist party as a rival to the syndicalist unions after a disastrous railway strike in 1903. Only shortly before World War I did party and unions start to centralize and integrate local structures, not without facing localist, syndicalist (Norway and Netherlands) or nationalist-ethical (Austria) counter-movements.
In the fourth case, both party and unions developed independently, overlapping in activities and competing over working-class alliances (the peripheral type). These countries showed large regional disparities (France, Italy and Ireland) with a belated, regionally unbalanced industrialization and entrenched agrarian regimes. They failed in a double sense: the union movement was not strong enough (or willing) to build a political organization of its own* nor was there a political party that molded union centralization. The French union center (CGT, 1895) maintained a double structure of territorial and functional representation {Bourse vs. national unions), thus both politicized locals and moderate unions had an equal voice. CGT enshrined its syndicalist strategy (Charte a"Amiens), disapproving party-union relations in 1906, just when a united Socialist party finally emerged (SFIO, 1905) . In Italy, national unions and the Chambers of Labor coexisted, preceding the union center (CGL, 1906) . Moreover, CGL's close links with the Socialists led to internal political feuds and a syndicalist split-away (USI, 1912). In Ireland, late industrialization, the national problem and incomplete disengagement from the British TUC, were major obstacles to party-union links and radical syndicalism soared in the 1910s. They all fell into the syndicalist fallacy: a union movement that hails direct action to be autonomous
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but is, except for few instances, unable to mobilize on a large scale and achieve its political aims.
THE CHURCH-STATE CLEAVAGE
In some countries, religious conflicts cut across the labor-capital cleavage, thereby splitting worker alignments. For social cohesion of political parties, it has been claimed that "religious divisions, not class, are the main social basis of parties in the Western world". 64 In Western Europe, we find three clusters of religious composition crystallized after the Reformation: national states with Catholic monopoly, Protestant monopoly (or pluralism), and a "mixed pattern" that is both Catholic and Protestant. 65 Moreover, the religious factor, the impact of church-state relations, religious heterogeneity, and the degree of toleration of dissident religious groups are spread unevenly across Western Europe. 66 In Catholic countries the church remained an independent (transnational) structure of authority that often conflicted with the secular national state. In Protestant Europe the established church was part of the nation-building process, though in Scandinavia dissidents mobilized in short-lived religious revivalist movements, while in Britain-new denominations emerged and were tolerated. In "religiously mixed" countries, the coexistence of denominations remained a problem for national integration -requiring consociational accommodation in society and polity, hence developing particular relations between state and organized interests. 67 What is important for the organization of labor interests is not the religious composition alone but the different reactions to modernization that broke down religious bonds in working-class communities, often leaving Socialism as the sole ersatz religion. The church, in particular the Catholic church, remained a major adversary to the centralizing national state and the liberal-materialist market economy. Since the French Revolution the national state has attempted to limit the power of the Catholic church, to cut its transnational ties with the Vatican, to intervene in internal church hierarchy, to curb its income and privileges, to regulate civil marriage, and to take over its welfare activities. However, the dominant conflict was over secular or spiritual influence on 76 Bernhard Ebbinghaus primary education. 68 The schoolstrijd (school war) mobilized religious communities against the secular national state and led to the formation of parties of religious defense, out of which Christian-Social parties grew. 69 The historic compromises between liberal-secular and religious forces became the founding stone of verzuiling (pillarization) that had its impact on both the party system and the union movement. 70 The formation of Christian unions remained a tardy and paradoxical process compared to the Socialist labor movement (see Table 4 ). 71 Ideal-typically, the early religious organization of workers was initiated by benevolent priests or bourgeois honoraries to safeguard the spiritual community and provide social welfare to the needy. These clergy-led organizations remained mainly of local scope, non-political and less directed to economic problems. After the encyclica Rerum Novarum (1891), the Catholic church gradually recognized the economic base to social misery and eventually allowed functional interest representation. However, the church long preferred Fachvereine (craft associations) linked to clergy-led cultural associations over separate lay-controlled, strike-prone unions.
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The German local and national unions that emerged since the 1890s formed the first Christian union center in Europe (GCGD, 1899), which was -against the will of the Catholic church -ecumenical, albeit only few Protestants joined. Similar attempts at interdenominationalism were curtailed by the Dutch Bishops' ban (1906) leading to a Protestant (CNV, 1909) and a Christian union center (RK-Vakbureau, 1909, later: NKV) that lasted seventy years. In Austria, Belgium, the Netherlands and Switzerland, the pro-union Christian-Social movement developed in opposition to the church-led conservative leaders"of the Christian movement, especially Catholic Action. In these countries, the scattered national and local unions only became slowly federated after the turn of the century. Where the church had been most intransigent toward 78
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Christian-Democracy and the union movement, as in France and Italy, a Christian trade union center which could coordinate the scattered local and national unions was achieved only after World War I. 73 The Dutch Calvinist union movement, the only major Protestant union center in Europe, dates back to a split from the Liberals over schoolstrijd, yet it remained a paternalistic organization (Patrimonium) until after the turn of the century. 74 In Northern Protestant Europe, in Scandinavia and the British Isles, church-going workers remained in the same union movement as Socialist workers. In Britain some dissident denominations participated actively within the labor movements, while the Scandinavian Socialist movement remained, as on the continent, largely atheist.
There is a parallel in party and union development. In countries where no Christian Democratic party emerged, there was also no schism of the labor movement along religious lines. Christian Democratic parties did not emerge in the British Isles, while only belated and small Christian parties were formed in Protestant Scandinavia. In contrast, in the religiously mixed states and the Catholic countries, Christian Democratic parties emerged, albeit of different scopes and strengths. In the group of countries with Catholic or mixed religious composition there occurred a split in the labor movement, too. Yet the claim "that it was not pillarization that created the political parties, but the political parties which gave rise to the process of pillarization" 73 seems only partly confirmed. Pillarization was a counter-mobilization to the secularizing tendencies of modernization and partly a reaction to the threat by Socialism. 76 In contrast to the Socialist camp, it is not so important that the party founded the unions, but that the Christian Democratic party became the crystallizing point for mobilization. The new Christian labor unions sought party support and pressed within the party for organized labor's influence. Christian union movements were being built in response to Socialist labor movements (about four to ten years afterwards), though with a much longer time lag in countries where the church was intransigent (France, Italy). Neither in membership nor in organizational structure did the Christian unions compare with the older, better organized, more encompassing Socialist union movements. The Belgian and 
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the two Dutch movements, the best organized Christian union movements in Europe, attained more than a quarter of the Socialist unions' size in the pre-war period, while all the others fell much shorter.
THE REVOLUTION-REFORM CLEAVAGE
Communist parties emerged universally in Western Europe in a time of increased political and social mobilization, if not radicalization, after World War I. Inspired by the Bolshevik Revolution and shaken by the post-war economic crisis, many workers joined revolutionary action and works' councils. For them, the reformist road to Socialism had become obsolete and Socialist parties were discredited by their war cooperation. Although all Communist parties affiliated to the Comintern between 1918 and 1923, the break with the reformist Socialism took different organizational forms, despite "proletarian internationalism" and the domination from Moscow that attempted to enshrine its model of "democratic centralism". 78 Nevertheless, compared to the two other cleavages, the Communist party formation was more universal and relatively synchronous (see Table 5 ). However, cross-national differences existed in the strength of Communist parties and therefore the available union organizing strategies. Although Communist parties emerged everywhere, Communism implanted itself with varying success in the working-class and union movement. The party was able to impose its leadership on the union movement in only few cases.
A political split in the labor movement did not lead to union schism in all countries. 79 Three union organizing strategies of Communist parties, partly contingent on the strength of Communist parties at the time, can be distinguished. First, the capturing of a union center, where the Communist party finds a near majority for a radical turn, though risking a split in the labor movement. Second, the organization of a more or less formal union opposition within the existing dominant union movement where the party finds enough supporters and weak resistance, thereby increasing internal factionism. Third, the Communist infiltration strategy entailing the organization of Communist-led rank and file action 
THE PARTY-UNION FAMILY TREES REVISITED
To enhance our understanding of political union diversity, let us draw the major ramifications of the organizational choices that led to the specific patterns of political cleavages and party-union relations. The first step will be to discern the major clusters in political unionism, grouping countries with similar patterns of political cleavages together. Such a crude picture provides some clues to hypothesize on the salience of cleavages and the interaction with different forms of party-union relations. In the second step, we will briefly discuss the two processes by which cleavage organizations became institutionalized and persistent. We will finally look at how the current five clusters of political unionism are the outcome of different configurations of national integration in the political and economic sphere. As the evolutionary model suggests, the context under which labor organization emerged molded the relationship between party and unions and the pattern of political unity or schism.
CLUSTERS OF EUROPEAN POLITICAL UNIONISM
Five ideal-typical clusters of national union systems can be derived from the presented sketch of Western European labor histories. Each cluster represents a particular configuration of cleavage structures; they are: (1) laborist unionism, (2) solidaristic unionism, (3) segmented pluralism, (4) polarized pluralism, and a post-war choice: (5) inclusive "unity" unionism. The first and dominant cleavage that provoked the formation of labor interest organization is the labor-capital cleavage, yet the way in which it affected party and unions varied across Europe. In a number of countries other cleavages intersected with the^labor-capital cleavage. There is indeed a hierarchy of political union cleavages: the first four clusters derive from variations in the labor-capital cleavage, two of which were further intersected by the church-state cleavage and the last of which was also divided by the reform-revolution cleavage. The fifth choice remained a post-war compromise to avoid the disunity of the past (see Table 6 ). 
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Bernhard Ebbinghaus (Belgium, the Netherlands and Switzerland) preserved and institutionalized a complex system of pillarized accommodation.
86 Party-union relations are more complex and interdependent in the case of Christian labor movements. The Christian Democratic party is a cross-class alliance that has to encompass and accommodate its internal labor-capital cleavage. Moreover, union pluralism rests on the successful societal pillarization and political accommodation, thus no incumbent party can substantially alter the power balance between the pillars.
Fourth, polarized pluralism*
7
, was the result of the revolution-reform cleavage in response to the incomplete institutionalization of the two preceding cleavages. The labor schism occurred where national or cultural integration was lacking or was belated, particularly in France and Italy, but also in inter-war Germany and Norway. 88 In the two Catholic countries, the church-state split led not only to a fragmentation of organized labor but the left was also divided about a more or less revolutionary "road to Socialism". Employer intransigence and partial exclusion from political integration reduced the possibility of achieving improvements by economic means. In countries where the party-union linkage was incomplete, political fractionalization was common and syndicalism claimed union independence, unionism thus became a political affair.
Fifth, "unity" unionism was the deliberate post-war attempt to encompass political and social cleavages in an all encompassing unitary union movement. After organized labor's defeat in the face of Fascism, German and Austrian union leaders -helped by allied pressures -sought to rebuild a unified union movement (Einheitsgewerkschaft) that would de-emphasize or integrate preexisting political alignments. Also elsewhere, in countries with segmented and polarized pluralism, unionists called for a unity movement during resistance and after liberation. Yet these "unity" pacts broke down during the 1940s as the political party currents within the union movement again provoked union schism. Only in the 1970s did a rapprochement regain in currency, particularly in the Netherlands (NW-NKV federation and later FNV merger) and Italy (CGIL-CISL-UIL federation), albeit falling short of the Austrian and German inclusive unionism.
SYSTEM AND SOCIAL INTEGRATION
The five clusters of political unionism are the outcome of particular historical configurations in the process of labor's integration into polity 86 Lijphart, Politics of Accommodation. 87 Cf. Giovanni Sartori, Political Parties and Party Systems: A Framework for Analysis (Cambridge, 1976) . 88 Rokkan, "Nation-Building".
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and society. The labor-capital cleavage was the dominant but not sole cleavage along which organized labor mobilized worker interests. Initially, cleavage organizations were formed in a process of social closure and counter-organization through the mobilization of group interests against a contender. 89 Thus the crystallization of social and political cleavages helped in the early formation and consolidation period, and strengthened collective identity and "class" (or ideological group) solidarity.
However, once "dissident" party and unions passed the thresholds of incorporation and recognition, once they become integrated into polity and economy, cleavage organizations became institutionalized and consolidated. Through the process of system integration, organized labor that formed due to conflicts in the labor market became integrated into the political and industrial relations systems. One can expect these cleavage organizations to become increasingly drawn into political exchange and accommodation. In highly pillarized systems, there exists an entangled network of intra-cleavage and cross-cleavage organizational linkages. As a consequence of system integration, elite interactions and political exchange became common between former "friends and foes", often to the bewilderment of their followers.
The more party and unions became societally integrated and political exchange proliferated, the more these organizations were forced to become hierarchical organizations that sell their "elite deals" to their constituencies. According to Michels' "iron law of oligarchy", 90 there is an in-built danger that cleavage organizations become detached from their social base. Moreover, through institutional arrangements they tend to monopolize representation against expression of "new comers" or dissident groups of underrepresented interests. With hindsight, we know that neither pillarized consociationalism, nor social-democratic corporatism remained a stable and exclusive system of interest intermediation.
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Yet despite the claims for their "end", the institutionalized cleavages account for major differences in long-term state-society relations, that is, the way in which the "political space" is shared.
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Not only organized labor but also their constituency became integrated into society: class and religion lost much of their primacy as a determinant of one's life chances, social behavior and group identity. Thus parallel to system integration, ironically as a result of the very success of cleavage organization, social integration gradually undercut the social base of these cleavages. Processes, like party dealignment, secularization and deradicalization have often been noted in the debate on the decline in cleavage salience. 93 Although these processes seem to be secular, labor movements differ between countries as to how much they are affected from a loss of party and union alignments through ongoing social change and social integration. In systems with high pillarization and strong opposing cleavages, labor movements were able to maintain allegiance to a higher degree and for longer than in other countries. 94 The two concepts of system integration and social integration help to map the different degrees of labor's integration in a comparative view (see Figure 2 ). Early integration in polity and economy led to the emergence of bipolar party systems and laborist unionism (United Kingdom, Ireland), a system that is largely dominated by the labor-capital cleavage. In the case of the relatively homogeneous Scandinavian countries, at least until the accession to power of the Social-Democratic parties in the 1930s, the labor movement remained united against the bourgeois bloc and promoted a solidaristic "class" ideology (Sweden, Norway), though Denmark takes an "in between" status, given its early corporate integration (more like Britain). In countries with social pre-industrial segmentation, the two regimes depended largely on the traditions and timing of elite accommodation. In the case of segmented pluralism (Belgium, the Netherlands, Switzerland), system integration of the cleavage organizations preceded World War II. Under polarized pluralism, strong system opposition, employers intransigence and state intervention remained dominant (France and Italy). In the case of Austria and Germany, the post-war "unity" labor movement had struck an important change towards system integration and encompassing social segmentation. This was a historical post-war response to the disastrous splits of organized labor into polarized Lager leading up to the Fascist authoritarian seizure of power. 
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Communist labor movements. These cleavages are unevenly spread across Europe, splitting the labor movement in some countries and leading to different forms of party-union relations. The labor-capital cleavage was the first-and dominant conflict of interest that shaped the formation of working-class party and unions as well as their relations. Depending on the prior transformation of the labor-capital cleavage, the two other conflicts of interests were able to cross-cut working-class allegiance in the electoral and corporate channels of a number of countries.
The cleavage structures and party-union relations remain more enduring than is commonly assumed. We witness today a decline in the salience of political cleavages, an intensification of functional cleavages, and a depolitization of party-union relations. My contention is that labor organizations are slow to adapt due to their social embeddedness and interorganizational linkages. After 1945, only in a few cases was it possible to overcome past union schism in a "unity" unionism. It also took a considerable time until national integration had undermined the bases of pillarized or polarized societies. Strategic decisions may be made, yet the.set of alternatives is limited as a result of entrenched decisions and internal vested interests, thus adaptation is path-dependent.
Social closure and pillarization were once the successful mobilizing and representation strategies of organized labor. Since then desegmentation and depillarization have for decades led to a decline in political cleavage salience. Other cleavages have led to further interest fragmentation of organized labor, such as sectionalist interests in the white-collar or public sector. One may argue that the decrease in political cleavage salience could imply a coming closer of Western European union movements in the light of global competition and European integration. This is not necessarily so: as the limited success of the Christian and Communist transnational movements indicate, cross-border solidarity finds its limits in long-standing national collective identities. Through the opening up of the national electoral and bargaining channels over the last century, the labor movement that started as an "International" became unremittingly drawn into the national polity and society, into the domestic welfare state and Volkswirtschaft (national economy). As a consequence of the citizenship rights granted to labor by national welfare states, working-class parties and unions are veritable national institutions and in the view of radical internationalists even "domesticated" organizations.
The particular configuration of collective rights molded the national integration of labor, the system integration of organized labor into the polity and economy as well as the social integration of labor into the national society. The challenge to today's labor movement is to adapt to a weakening of the regulatory capacity of national states and the lack of worker rights at a global level. 95 Both the transfer of power to a
